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3.3.3 Exchange Rate

The financial instrument known as a foreign exchange fixing transaction relates to a middle rate quoted on the stock exchange on a specified day. As soon as this rate is determined, use automatic or manual fixing to enter it in the financial transaction. The fixing creates an activity transition from the Fixing activity or the Fixing Settlement activity to the Contract activity.

It is also necessary to fix the foreign exchange rates for some financial instruments from the OTC options area. In these cases, fixing is not an activity in itself. Rather, it is the exchange-rate entry made in the financial transaction. The OTC option can be exercised only when all fixings have been performed for a transaction.

Automatic Fixing Processing

Automatic fixing processing for the foreign exchange financial instrument by means of the Automatic Fixing Processing transaction (TBCS) inserts the middle rate with exchange rate type M from the currency table TCURR into the financial transaction. For spreads that deviate from the ask rate and bid rate, a markup/markdown is taken into account for the amount of the separately stored fixing spread. The financial transaction is then saved in the Contract activity.

The requirement for automatic fixing processing is that you have used the data feed or a file interface to import market data for current foreign exchange rates (see Chapter 7).

Manual Fixing

You can also use the Fixing button in the Execute Fixing Transaction transaction (TXV5) or Process Financial Transaction transaction (FTR_EDIT) to fix the foreign exchange financial instruments. You can use both transactions to access a financial processing transaction data screen in order to enter a currency rate and save the financial transaction in the new Contract activity.
### Average Rate Fixing

The Fix Average Rate transaction (TAV1) fixes exchange rates for the average-rate option, basket option, and correlation option financial instruments. For these financial instruments, the dates by which foreign exchange rates must be fixed are saved upon creation of the financial transaction. The settlement amount is determined from the foreign exchange rates when the option is exercised.

The selection screen for the transaction contains general selections for the financial transactions. You can use the **Up To and Including Rate Date** parameter to define the date by which fixing is to be performed.

If you have set the **Only Exact Day Rates Permitted** indicator, the system takes into account only rates with a date that concurs with the fixing date for the financial transaction when determining foreign exchange rates. The system issues an error message if no foreign exchange rate is defined in the system for the specified date. If this indicator is not set, the system first tries to find a to-the-day rate when determining foreign exchange rates. If this is not possible, the system also considers rates that are in the past from the perspective of the specified fixing date.

After you make your selections, the system displays a log with the results and error messages.

The Reset Average Rate Fixing transaction (TAV2) resets the foreign exchange rate fixings performed in Transaction TAV1. You can then perform the fixings again.

The selection screen in Transaction TAV2 is similar to the selection screen in Transaction TAV1 (Fix Average Rate). The **As Of and Including Rate Date** field specifies from which key date the fixed rates are to be deleted. The log is structured in exactly the same way.

### 3.3.4 References

A reference establishes a relationship between any numbers of financial transactions. The reference category determines the meaning of a reference. Some references are automatically created for actions in the financial transactions, while others are created manually by the user. You can
use the following transactions to process references: Create Reference (TBR6), Change Reference (TBR7), Display Reference (TBR8), and Reverse Reference (TBR9).

Table 3.7 displays the reference categories available in the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Creation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BID</td>
<td>Offer</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>SWIFT confirmation files</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>Euro transaction currency changeover</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIR</td>
<td>Mirror transaction links</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMP</td>
<td>Nettings</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>Option reference derivatives</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRL</td>
<td>Rollover of foreign exchange transactions</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>General reference</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWP</td>
<td>Foreign exchange swap</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICH</td>
<td>Issuance contract hedge</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7 Reference Categories

Except for the mirror transaction links, you can also perform manual changes for automatically created references. For example, after reversing a currency option that belonged to an option spread, you could realign the newly created currency option manually to the other currency option. However, such manual intervention is necessary only in exceptional cases.

You can use the COLLECTIVE PROCESSING OF REFERENCES transaction (TBRL) to monitor references. The result list contains the following functions for accessing reference processing: CREATE, CHANGE, DISPLAY, and REVERSE.

To gain an overview of all nettings with a partner, for which money market transactions are involved, proceed as follows: start Transaction TBRL and select the reference category KMP and the money-market application. Now, restrict the selection to one or more partners.
Overview of the References

In the creating a financial transaction data screen, you can gain an overview of the references associated with a financial transaction via Environment • Object links. Double-clicking a reference takes you to the detailed display screen for the reference. You can navigate to the relevant financial transactions from there.

3.3.5 Settlement

The processing category mentioned in Section 3.1.9 also defines whether there are settlement activities. For example, settlement category 00101 is defined for product category 600 and transaction category 100 with the activity sequence: Order – Contract – Settlement. In this way, you can use the processing categories to exert a control function for creating a financial transaction.

Settlement causes an activity transition from the current activity to the corresponding settlement activity. When doing this, you can change data, and the system checks the consistency of the data. In the central entry transaction for processing a financial transaction (Transaction FTR_EDIT), the settlement function is represented by the Settle button.

Mass Settlement

You can use the Mass Settlement of Financial Transactions transaction (FTR_MASS_SETTLE) to settle several financial transactions simultaneously.

3.3.6 Status Management

Transaction management is linked to the general status management function. This is where the system status is defined and an assignment is defined for which business activities are possible for a status. Because all the transactions in transaction management represent business activities, status management also defines how an activity can set or delete one or more system status value. In addition, you can define the user status for yourself, as well as configure how it is controlled. The current status and resulting business activities are displayed on the STATUS tab page of the data screen.
For fixed-term deposit 51A with transaction type 100, when the contract is created, it should not be possible to settle the transaction until the counter-confirmation is received. To do this, create a profile in Customizing under Treasury and Risk Management • Transaction Manager • General Settings • Transaction Management • Status Management • Define Status Profile and assign a name to the status profile, enter some text, and specify a maintenance language. If you double-click a row that contains a status profile, you access the screen shown in Figure 3.29 and can define the status here. You can use the Object Types button to assign it to the money-market financial instrument.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status Profile</th>
<th>TR</th>
<th>Confirmation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Language</td>
<td>DE English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Short Text</td>
<td>Lon.. Init... Lowes... Hypes... Pos... Prio... Alert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>Outstanding counter confirms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.29** Customizing Screen for Defining a Status Profile

If you double-click the user status displayed in a row, the system takes you to the activity control screen for the status profile described as transaction business in Figure 3.30. This is where you make the settings to ensure that the Settle business activity (described as a business transaction in Figure 3.30) is forbidden by the status. Setting the status ABC is the next action for the Create Contract activity, while deleting the status is the next action for the Confirm activity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status Profile</th>
<th>TR</th>
<th>Confirmation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>Outstanding counter confirms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Transaction</td>
<td>No Influence</td>
<td>Allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create contract</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.30** Customizing Screen for Transaction Control for a Status Profile

After saving your entries, you must assign the new status profile to the required transaction type in Customizing under Treasury and Risk
Correcting the Status

If the status of a financial transaction becomes inconsistent, you can use the report RFTB_STATUSOBJECT_CREATE to restore the correct status.

3.3.7 Workflow

You can use a workflow to define release procedures for creating or processing a financial transaction, and to include the release in a user’s worklist. The status management function triggers events for the business object BUS2042 (financial transaction) and thereby sets off workflows.

For product type 51A with transaction type 100, you want to implement a one-step release procedure for creating a contract so that another processor must concur before the contract can be created and subsequent processes, such as settlement, can be performed. It should also be possible to process the financial transaction and, in this case, reset the release procedure.

In Customizing, under TREASURY AND RISK MANAGEMENT • TRANSACTION MANAGER • GENERAL SETTINGS • TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT • RELEASE • DEFINE TRANSACTION TYPES, you can make the corresponding entry for the product type and transaction type and set the RELEASE procedure flag. Select the row and double-click the RELEASE CONDITIONS folder. You can now create a new release (see Figure 3.31).

![Figure 3.31 Customizing Screen for Defining Release Conditions](image-url)
Adjust/Copy Workflow Template, you should then copy the specified rule 20000034 and workflow 20000139 and adjust them according to your requirements.

If you have created a new workflow, you must still use the Display/Maintain Event Type Linkages transaction (SWETYPV) to add the new task to the event type linkage for the business object BUS2042. This transaction is located in the menu under Tools • ABAP Workbench • Development • SAP Business Workflow • Definition Tools • Events • Event Linkages. If you now create a financial transaction of this kind as a contract, a new work item is created for approval in the worklist of the specified processor.

3.3.8 Change Documents

The changes to every financial transaction are logged in the database and written to change documents. You can navigate from the transaction creation data screen to the selection screen for change documents (see Figure 3.32) via the main menu: Environment • Change documents. Alternatively, you can call the Treasury: Change Docs Transactions transaction (TBCD) directly.

![Figure 3.32 Selection Screen for Change Documents](image)
Then, in Section 12.6, we cover the details of setup and management of the results database, which can store common analyses for the Market Risk Analyzer, Portfolio Analyzer, and Accounting Analyzer, making them available for overall reporting. Then, in Section 12.7, we look at the Credit Risk Analyzer before finishing the chapter with a short section about tools.

12.1 The Analyzer Family

History Today, the Analyzers are an integral component of SAP Treasury and Risk Management. Their developmental history, however, was not so homogeneous. The analytical modules of SAP Treasury and Risk Management resulted from the coupling of modules from SEM Banking to Treasury Management for Release 4.6C, add-on CFM 1.0. Here, we present only the parts of the Analyzer family relevant to you as a user. In a few places, for reasons of clarity, we cover the connections of the Analyzers specifically with SEM Banking, in order to correctly delimit Analyzer functions between the SAP Treasury and Risk Management and SEM Banking.

The Portfolio Analyzer and Accounting Analyzer—the latest additions to the Analyzer family—have been developed independently of SEM Banking.

12.1.1 Market Risk Analyzer

Market risk The core task of the Market Risk Analyzer (Transaction TRM-MR) is the analysis of market risks in financial positions you are managing.
Changes in market prices represent important influencing factors for company success. Changes to market prices can influence the value or transaction value of payment flows. Operational enterprise activities and treasury transactions are both subject to these risks. The methodical variety of functionality of the Market Risk Analyzer allows the detailed assessment of your existing positions with respect to price determination factors.

The Market Risk Analyzer is designed for the requirements of different industries. It combines the methodical requirements from the financial services sector with the capability of including payment flows from operational enterprise activities in the risk analysis. Risks can be analyzed according to their causal risk factors, like exchange rates, interest rates, or commodity prices, using freely definable risk and portfolio hierarchies. Analyses like net present value analysis are just as much part of the spectrum as Value at Risk analyses, as a classical instrument of risk controlling. As an integral component of SAP Treasury and Risk Management, the analyses provide all relevant information from the transactional representation of the positions. The level of real transactions, positions, and market data can be extended if needed with business simulations and market data scenarios in order to show the change potentials of alternative backup strategies. The Market Risk Analyzer can therefore be divided into the following functional areas:

- Market data management
- Net present value calculator (also called the fair value calculator)
- Online reports
- Results database

### 12.1.2 Portfolio Analyzer

The **Portfolio Analyzer** (Transaction TRM-PA) groups tools for the calculation of yield and performance figures, as well as for the comparison of those key values with benchmarks. It is designed so that you can measure the success of investments from different custom-defined perspectives independently from the transactional entities using a variety of methods. The basis for calculation is the structuring of your portfolio.
into portfolio hierarchies that define a flexible view of your positions with different levels of aggregation. On each of those levels, you can calculate the yields of a variety of variants and compare those benchmark figures with one another.

The Portfolio Analyzer is concentrated on the results database because the greater runtime requirements in comparison with the Market Risk Analyzer largely forbid online analysis. You can use reporting to display the stored results, making navigation down to the individual transaction level of your analysis simple and results transparent. The structure of the portfolio hierarchies, as well as the yield and benchmark calculations, are versioned so that an audit of the basic calculations is possible at any time, as is the historization of calculation results.

12.1.3 Accounting Analyzer

The Accounting Analyzer (Transaction TRM-AA) provides accounting values, such as book value and amortized acquisition value, as well as values like simulated book value and simulated amortization in the world of Analyzers.

The position components—separated by valuation area—are taken directly from the ledger positions. Strictly speaking, this involves the subledger positions and sub-positions. For reasons of compactness and better readability, in this chapter, we use the more compact term ledger position if the differentiated consideration of sub-positions is not necessary in the respective context.

The Accounting Analyzer is available to you within the scope of the results database. This allows for reporting of position components together with the risk and yield key figures of the Market Risk Analyzer and Portfolio Analyzer. Position components of different valuation areas can be merged into one report. Typically, the Market Risk Analyzer and the Portfolio Analyzer use the level of detail of external positions. To be able to compare the key figures of the Accounting Analyzer with the risk and yield key figures of the Market Risk Analyzer and Portfolio Analyzer, you can also utilize the Market Risk Analyzer and the Portfolio Analyzer with the level of detail of ledger positions.
12.1.4 Credit Risk Analyzer

The Credit Risk Analyzer (Transaction TRM-CR) enables the active control of default risks by computation of attributable amounts and specification of limits. In the context of SAP Treasury and Risk Management, only the counter-party risk is considered—that is, the risk of loss of value of a receivable due to the degradation of credit standing of the business partner. The three key functions required for this task are attributable amount determination, limit management, and testing of limit utilization.

In attributable amount determination, the attributable amount is determined for the receivable subject to default risk. The basis of calculation is typically the net present value or the nominal amount of the receivable. These key figures can be either calculated in their full amount or combined using formulas with a default probability and recovery rate, which reduce the amount of the figures. The netting of mutual receivables can also be implemented for attributable amount determination.

In limit management, you can create limit types according to different limit characteristics. Limit characteristics include the company code, business partner, trader, and currency. There are also customer characteristics available that you can fill with arbitrary values. For each concrete instance of the characteristics of a limit type, you can specify limits, which are then used to test the attributable amount when you perform the limit check on a transaction.

The checking of transactions can take place using integrated single transaction checks or during end-of-day processing. Integrated single transaction checking can be performed directly during the creation or change of a transaction in the Transaction Manager. End-of-day processing is performed in the Credit Risk Analyzer.

12.2 Basic Principles, Architecture, and Data Retention

In this section, we introduce you to the basic architectural principles of the Analyzers. The financial object decouples the operational world from the analytical world, where you can use analysis characteristics to construct an independent analytical view of your positions.
12.2.1 Basic Concepts

To understand the basic concepts, it helps to sidetrack a little from our actual topic, the Analyzers, for a brief look at their roots, SEM Banking. This process allows us a view of the key features of use and concepts. As an analytical module, SEM Banking has no actual operational processes like creation of transaction, payments, or accounting evaluations. It loads market and transaction data from the operational processes from different systems into its database, then performs the actual analyses. So, it acts as a sort of data warehouse. Each external system has its own concepts, entities, and architecture. Thus, the first task is to transform the different entities into a uniform language and format. Here is where we need the terms financial object and analysis characteristics, which we explain next.

Financial object

The financial object is the central harmonization entity on which all the loaded positions and transactions are mapped. But it isn’t a central data object containing all the information of a position or transaction. Rather, the financial object is a meta-object with the following properties:

- It contains information about which type of financial instrument it is based on—that is, where the actual position or transactional data is located. This can involve both an external position and a ledger position, or a simulated position.
- It contains central administrative information.
- It contains the information needed by and optimized for each analytical module in different parts, such as a series of analysis characteristics as attributes, for instance.

Analysis characteristics

The analysis characteristics provide a harmonized view of the concepts of an external system. You can define your own analysis characteristics so that the analytical requirements and the descriptions and entities selected for them can be decoupled from operational concepts—but need not be. This lets you control the filling of analysis characteristics from the different systems individually via derivation rules.
If you replace the external system with the Transaction Manager, you now have a notion of the core features of the architecture of the Analyzers. This inheritance from SEM Banking results in a few characteristics of incredible value for the Analyzers:

- Availability of information-containing structures adapted to the needs of each analytical application.
- The use of analysis characteristics that can be defined independently from operational concepts and attributes.
- The capability of processing and analyzing data not only from SAP Treasury and Risk Management, but also from other modules like SAP Cash and Liquidity Management, SAP Loans Management, General Ledger (FI-GL), SAP In-House Cash, or simply manually entered objects.

This gives you the capability of building a type of data warehouse with powerful analytical components. Now, let’s look at the individual parts and their features within SAP Treasury and Risk Management. You generally use SAP Treasury and Risk Management with active financial object integration. This generates a financial object for each financial instrument position. The term *operational financial instrument position* here is not strongly focused on the “operational.” As indicated in Figure 12.1, the Analyzers refer to both external positions and sub-positions.

For the financial objects of position management, accounting aspects like valuation area–dependent segments of positions are taken into consideration. A financial object is therefore for the following entities:

- **OTC transactions**
  A financial object is generated for each OTC transaction.

- **Securities**
  A financial object is generated for each class position in a securities account. Additionally, a financial object can be generated for each security transaction.

- **Futures and listed options**
  Two options are available here that can be used in parallel: a financial object is generated for each class position in futures account, and a
financial object is generated for each lot-based position in a futures account.

▶ Loans
The financial object for loans is generated from the operational SAP Loans Management module. The loan financial object thus doesn’t refer to the representation of the loan within the parallel valuation areas of the Transaction Manager.

▶ Operational exposures
A financial object is generated for each exposure position that is generated within the scope of Exposure Management (see Chapter 8).

▶ Internal positions
A financial object is generated for each individual position and subposition separated by valuation area. Here, a position is split into various sub-positions when it is integrated with a hedging relationship.

**Figure 12.1** Financial Object as Meta-Object for Decoupling between Different Operational Data Stores and the Analytical Modules
We call these entities in the external position *operational primary objects* that serve as anchors for a financial object. Entities of internal position are referred to as *TRL primary objects*. However, even in the SAP Treasury and Risk Management analyzers, financial objects can be generated for a whole series of other entities, which can also be integrated into the analyses. These include, for instance, G/L accounts from the general ledger, bank customer accounts (SAP BCA), accounts from SAP In-House Cash (SAP IHC), and contracts from the loans module (SAP Loans Management).

While the Market Risk Analyzer and the Portfolio Analyzer can access any type of financial objects, the Accounting Analyzer can use only the financial objects of TRL primary objects. The Credit Risk Analyzer, in turn, accesses only the financial objects of operational primary objects.

### 12.2.2 Financial Object Position Parts and Maintenance

Now, let’s look at a financial object, its structure, and its maintenance.

**Introduction and General Part of the Financial Object**

The financial object as central entity deserves a more detailed presentation. In this section, we introduce you to the financial object, its structure, and the options for manual maintenance. In operation, these steps are automatically carried out in the background within financial object integration, which is described in Section 12.2.5. But even with active financial object integration, it is sometimes necessary to manually change the data of a financial object.

We can get familiar with the financial object by presenting the manual maintenance of financial objects. For manual maintenance of a financial object, use the Financial Object transaction (Transaction JBDO) and, for financial objects of ledger position, the Financial Object for Subledger Position and Sub-positions transaction (Transaction JBDO1), which you can find in each analyzer, under the heading Tools. The selection screen of these two transactions differs in the selection of a financial object. The detail view of the financial object, however, is identical.
Selection screen JBDO

The initial screen for manually editing financial objects of the external position (see Figure 12.2) is used to select the financial object to work with, and you can also use the buttons to jump to the maintenance screens for the operational entities the financial object represents. Because this transaction is used for both SEM Banking and SAP Treasury and Risk Management, some operational primary objects appear that are irrelevant for SAP Treasury and Risk Management, like Position and Security. After entry of the complete key of an external position in Figure 12.2, the system takes you to the general part of the financial object (see Figure 12.4).
In the initial screen for editing financial objects of ledger positions (see Figure 12.3), in the Object Type area, you select the corresponding radio button to specify whether you want to edit a Position or Sub Position.

![Process TRL Financial Object: Initial Screen](image)

In the areas Fixed Differentiation Values and Variable Differentiation Values, you specify additional characteristics that further define the desired ledger position. Provided that you want to edit a financial object of a sub-position, in the Hedging Relationship Details, you can enter further information on the desired hedging relationship. If the entered differentiation values and information on the hedging relationship do not identify a financial object uniquely, a dialog window offers you a list of possible financial objects. After you've selected a financial object, you return to the general part of the financial object (see Figure 12.4).
From the display of the general data of the financial object, you can use the different buttons to jump to the parts of the financial object and other data storage (see Figure 12.4):

- Using the **Analysis (RM)** and **Default Risk Limit** buttons, you can jump to the components of the financial object of the same names. The **Profitability Analysis** component is relevant only for SEM Banking. The **Master Data** button takes you out of the maintenance transaction to the operational primary object or TRL primary object whose key you used to address the financial object.

- With the **External Key Figures** button, you also leave the actual financial object. Here, you can enter key figures (amounts, quantities, and percentages) that are not themselves available in the system. These external key figures are used in the Credit Risk Analyzer module for attributable amount determination.

- The **Additional Data** button shows the actual financial object ID. In the interaction with the end user, however, a financial object is always addressed with the key of the assigned operational or TRL primary object, or with the values of the analysis characteristics.

**Relevant FO components**

Basically, the only things relevant to you as a user of the SAP Treasury and Risk Management Analyzers are the two financial object components:
Analysis (RM) and Default Risk Limit. Analysis (RM) stands for "Analysis in Risk Management." So, a financial object consists of multiple parts called components, which can be created and stored independent of one another. If you want to use the Market Risk Analyzer, Portfolio Analyzer, or Accounting Analyzer, you must create the Analysis (RM) Financial Object component. If you want to use the Default Risk Limit, you must create and maintain the Default Risk Limit Financial Object component. In the following two sections, we shed a little light on the information contained in these two financial object components.

Financial Object Component Analysis (RM)

By clicking the Analysis (RM) button shown in Figure 12.4, you can maintain the Financial Object component of the same name (see Figure 12.5). The attributes you can assign to a financial object here control access and the processing of this financial object in the Market Risk Analyzer, Portfolio Analyzer, and Accounting Analyzer. In the maintenance dialog (see Figure 12.5), you see multiple screen areas below the ID of the operational primary object. In the Analysis Parameters area, there are two very important parameters, the Analysis Active Indicator and the Valuation rule.

Analysis Active Indicator

The Analysis Active Indicator makes a financial object visible for the evaluations of the Market Risk Analyzer, Portfolio Analyzer, and Accounting Analyzer.

Particularly in the introduction phase, due to incorrect settings in the derivation rules of financial object integration (see Section 12.2.5), this indicator may not be set, and the financial object may not be selected.

If you want to selectively deactivate or activate a series of financial objects, you can do this with the Edit Financial Object transaction (Transaction JBRF0), which you can find in the menu, under Tools • Reorganization Tools • Financial Object • Maintain Financial Object. You can also find similar functions in the transactions for mass processing of financial objects, which we introduce in Section 12.2.5, in the "Tools for Financial Object Integration" subsection.
Valuation rules can be defined in Customizing. There, you can store an ID and a name for a particular valuation rule—but not rules in the actual sense, which determine how the financial object is valuated. Thus, the valuation rule, as an attribute of a financial object, is primarily a valuation grouping. Only when you make settings for valuation rule-specific processing in the evaluation type does the name valuation rule really take on any meaning. These specific settings then apply for all financial objects that have this valuation rule as an attribute in the Analysis (RM) Financial Object component (see Section 12.3.1).
In the **Validity** area, you can limit the duration of validity of financial objects.

**Optimizing Access Duration through the Validity**

The validity of a financial object is not used in any analytical question. So, it would be easy to just not fill it in. However, we still recommend diligence in filling it in, preferably with a few days extra at the beginning and end of the actual validity of the financial object. Correctly specified validity can be used to achieve a significant performance boost in your system.

Here’s an example: consider a report in the Analyzers that uses the specified selection criteria to select and process a set of financial objects with their underlying financial-instrument positions. If a validity entry is available for the financial object and the date in question lies outside that validity, then even in the first selection step, before the selection is forwarded to the original data store in the Transaction Manager, the financial object can be filtered out of the selected set.

On the other hand, if you neglect to maintain validity entries, the central access logic has to consult the underlying financial instrument positions instead. Then, all flows are selected and totaled up by the selector in the Transaction Manager, only then to determine that the total is zero and that the position is irrelevant.

The result is the same for filled and unfilled validity. The second option, however, requires more time and capacity and thus puts load on the performance.

Below the **Administrative Data** area, you can view the **Analysis Characteristics** area. The analysis characteristics consist of the fields of the active analysis structure. How these are defined and maintained is explained in Section 12.2.3.

At this point, it is enough to know that you can define analysis characteristics without taking the operational entities of the Transaction Manager into consideration and that each financial object can be assigned its own characteristic values. These analysis characteristics are the only access entity in all evaluations in the Market Risk Analyzer, Portfolio Analyzer, and Accounting Analyzer. You can manually enter or edit the analysis characteristics here. As already mentioned, the derivation rules for characteristic derivation usually handle this task automatically in financial object integration (see Section 12.2.5).
Default Risk Limit Financial Object Component

The financial object component for the default risk limit consists of the limit characteristics, evaluation parameters for attributable amount determination, transaction assignment for netting groups, and validity, which can be used to set the transaction start and transaction end (see Figure 12.6). You can use the CP Risk Active flag to activate the default risk limit for the financial object.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change of the Additional Limit Data for the Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit Product Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default Risk Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netting ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Start OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Changed By</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changed At</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12.6 Detailed Screen of Transaction JBDO for Maintenance of the Default Risk Component

Financial Objects and Default Risk Limit

The default risk limit financial component cannot be used for all financial objects. In particular, the default risk limit is not available for financial objects for ledger positions. The same applies to financial objects for class positions in futures accounts, lot-based futures account positions, and operational exposures.

12.2.3 Analysis Characteristics and Analysis Structure

Usage

Now that we’ve seen the financial object, we want to introduce you to another important unit: the analysis structure and its analysis character-
Statistics. Analysis characteristics are concepts of order and classification, which you define according to your own criteria. They represent the characteristics by which you want to analyze your positions. As we already saw in the last section, the analysis characteristics are used as access entities in the interfaces of the Market Risk Analyzer, Portfolio Analyzer, and Accounting Analyzer. In Credit Limit, they play only a subordinate role. For more information about the use of analysis characteristics in Credit Limit, refer to Section 12.2.4.

Now, we want to enter a new analysis characteristic. We follow the individual steps to do so, starting with the definition of the characteristic itself and ending with the final characteristic in the financial object, which can be maintained and evaluated.

**Maintenance of Analysis Characteristics**

The Define Analysis Characteristics transaction (Transaction TMA5) is used to maintain analysis characteristics. You can find this transaction in Customizing, under TREASURY AND RISK MANAGEMENT • BASIC ANALYZER SETTINGS • REPORTING CHARACTERISTICS • DEFINE ANALYSIS CHARACTERISTICS. On the initial screen (see Figure 12.7), you can go to the editor for existing characteristics in the **Choose Characteristics** area. Now, let’s create a new characteristic.

![Edit Characteristics: Start](image)

**Figure 12.7** Initial Screen of Transaction TMA5 for Maintenance of Analysis Characteristics
Creating a characteristic

The definition of an analysis characteristic is cross-client. The name must begin with "WY" and have four or five characters, if the characteristic is not taken from a table. We want to define a new characteristic for the asset class, an entity that has no operational counterpart. First, enter the ID "WYACL" in the CREATE CHARACTERISTIC area and click the CREATE/CHANGE button to get to a pop-up window (see Figure 12.8).

Figure 12.8 Pop-Up to Select the Characteristics Reference when Creating a Characteristic

Creation can be done in two ways:

- **Transfer from SAP table**
  When displaying the tables, only table fields in the formats CHAR, NUMC, and CUKY can be selected. If the field name of the selected table field has five characters, the original name can be used.

- **User defined**
  You can also define the characteristic independently of existing fields. In the case of a new definition of a characteristic without reference to an existing field in a table, you can choose from the following variants:
You can define the characteristic to refer to an existing data element with its underlying characteristic values and its characteristic values and texts. To do this, select the With reference to existing values radio button. If an existing data element should be assigned to the newly defined characteristic, the properties of the data element are inherited; that is, the same domain properties and the check and text tables will be used. If you want to give the analysis characteristic a different name from the data element, the reference to the data element must be deleted using the menu entry Edit • Data Element. Now, a data element is generated with the properties of the referenced data element, but with its own name.

You can create the characteristic independently of existing entities. In that case, you can choose whether you want to have separate value maintenance or not. For reasons of consistency and usability (field validation), we recommend creating the characteristic with its own value maintenance (by selecting the With own value maintenance radio button).

If no reference is made to an existing data element, the following elements will also be created: Data element, JRMC_name, domain JRMC_name, check table I81xx (xx is a sequential number), and text table I82xx.

We select the option of own value maintenance and go on into the actual maintenance dialog (see Figure 12.9). As you see, there are only a few input fields. If different creation options are used, such as transfer from an SAP table, some of the other fields may already be filled in.

First, we enter the texts, which appear for our characteristic in the selection screens and headings (Texts area); specify the technical dictionary properties in the Dictionary area; and select the type of characteristic value display for searching in the Further Properties area (in the Display opt. attribute). After you click Save and Activate ( ), all necessary dictionary objects are created. You can choose which number is used by the system for the generation of check and text tables (see Figure 12.10).
Compound characteristics

If a characteristic value makes sense or can be uniquely defined only in combination with the value of another field, we have to create a *compound characteristic* using these two fields. For instance, a securities account is uniquely defined only in combination with its company code. In this case, the second field needed must be specified here. If you have taken such a field as the template for a characteristic, the additional key field must be available as an analysis characteristic. In the pushbutton
bar of the detail screen, a new button, DISPLAY COMPOUNDING, appears. You can use this button to display the compounding information.

After saving and activating, you can only change the display type of the characteristic and the texts in change mode. If a characteristic has not yet been assigned to an analysis structure and is also not a compounding characteristic for another analysis characteristic, it can be deleted.

The Analysis Structure
The characteristics and their values form the selection criteria used to select financial instrument positions in evaluations and navigate through evaluations in the results display. To do this, the analysis characteristics are combined into a data structure, the analysis structure. The analysis structure thus forms the basis for the analysis part of the financial object. The analysis structure contains the categorizing attributes of a financial object visible in analyses. The analysis structure is a true dictionary structure, so it is client independent. To be able to use different analysis structures in parallel clients of the same system, you can define multiple analysis structures. You must then activate the analysis structure used for each client. For each client, there is always exactly one analysis structure activated. The term activate thus takes on two meanings, which we examine in more detail later. By assigning the analysis characteristics to the analysis structure, the usage of characteristics is client dependent.

Now, let's define an analysis structure. You can find the Define Analysis Structure transaction (Transaction AFWA) in Customizing, under TREA- SURY AND RISK MANAGEMENT • BASIC ANALYZER SETTINGS • REPORTING CHARACTERISTICS. This takes you to the main screen for maintaining the analysis structure, from which you can reach all the detail screens (see Figure 12.11).

Note that there is a structural difference in the analysis structure between the Analyzers of SAP Treasury and Risk Management and SEM Banking. In Customizing of SEM Banking, you can see a transaction for the maintenance of
the analysis structure (Transaction JBAP), which has an identical maintenance interface. 

Internally, however, different specific settings are generated and propagated for each of the two applications so that analysis structures generated by Transaction JBAP cannot be used in the Analyzers. Technical framework conditions even allow the use of born of SAP Treasury and Risk Management and SEM Bankings within a client.

We want to define a new analysis structure, give it a four-character name (MYAS), and then use the CREATE button to go to the EDIT DATA STRUCTURE detail screen (see Figure 12.12). Here, you can define which of the characteristics you have already created should be part of the analysis structure. You can transfer the analysis characteristics from the COPY FROM CATALOG (right side of screen) into the DATA STRUCTURE of the ANALYSIS STRUCTURE (left side of screen) using the arrow icon ( ). As shown in Figure 12.12, you can select the analysis characteristics you want to use in your analysis structure. An analysis structure can contain, at most, 60 analysis characteristics. Only those characteristics that have status Active can be transferred. If you want to transfer an analysis
characteristic that is compounded with a second characteristic, the compounded characteristic is automatically also transferred into the analysis structure. You can also give your analysis structure a name. After saving, activate the data structure of the analysis structure using the Activate icon ( ). This generates and activates a whole set of tables, which you can see in the menu, under Extras • Status Information • Table(s).

![Figure 12.12 Detail Screen of Transaction AFWA](image)

For our technically interested readers, we want to give a brief overview of the entities generated for an analysis structure. Here, xxxx stands for the name of the analysis structure:

- **I73xxxx**
  Table with keys for client and financial object number that has all the characteristic values of the financial object in its value part

- **I74xxxx**
  Table of the base portfolio characteristic pattern (combination of characteristic values for a view)
Structure containing all the characteristics of an analysis structure used to build program-internal tables, especially for external data transfer and the construction of selection tables.

Result structure of the net present value view of an analysis structure for drill-down reporting.

GAP result structure.

Table of characteristic values for each individual RDB single record.

Utility program for the analysis structure, where *nnnn* stands for a counter incremented for each generation; contains all accesses to the generated tables.

Taken together, these objects are called the *environment* or *program environment* of the analysis structure.

You may have already noticed that the analysis characteristic “Company Code” does not appear in Figure 12.12, even though we included the SAP delivery characteristics Securities account and Portfolio in the analysis structure. Both characteristics have references to the operational entities of the same names, which are both compounded with the company code. The characteristic Company code plays a special role within the analyzer and analysis structure. Each financial object needs the company code as a semantic key. This can also be seen from the fact that the company code is a general selection parameter in Figure 12.2, which is displayed in Figure 12.5 as header information for the Analysis (RM) part of the financial object. To achieve that, the characteristic Company code is always automatically a part of the analysis structure.

After activating the data structure, we return to the main screen (see Figure 12.11). In the CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION area, you can see three radio buttons:
Data structures
This button takes you to the editor for the data structure we just discussed for an existing analysis structure.

Selection screens
This radio button can be used to select characteristics in the analysis structure for which an additional selection through characteristic values should be possible on the selection screens in the reports of the risk analysis.

Enter Char.
With this button, you can specify a display sequence for the value maintenance of the characteristic in the financial object for easier input. You can use drag-and-drop to sort and even hide characteristics by double-clicking in the sequence. The values of hidden characteristics are then filled only via characteristic derivation.

In the Program environment area, you can generate Maintenance Modules for Characteristic Values. Maintenance UIs are generated for the entry of characteristic values for custom-defined characteristics with their own value maintenance. The maintenance and transport of characteristic values from custom characteristics with their own value maintenance is described in the next section. If the displayed log shows no error messages, leave the log display and return to the Maintain Analysis Structure (see Figure 12.11). Manual generation of other objects is usually not necessary. However, the Other Objects button and the menu GOTO • GENERATE ENVIRONMENT give you the option of manually generating all relevant objects. Which capabilities you have can be found in the documentation for this Customizing activity.

In the final area, CURRENT ANALYSIS STRUCTURE IN CLIENT, you see whether the analysis structure just edited is the one that is active in the client where you are currently located. As we just created new analysis structure MYAS, this entry is still empty. In this area, you can now use the Activate button to activate the analysis structure just edited for the client account you are currently working in.

To Activate, or to Activate?
Note that the term activate appears twice in this transaction, with two different meanings.
In the Edit Data Structure detail screen (see Figure 12.12), Activate means the generation and provision of all needed dictionary structures and program elements for an analysis structure, regardless of whether it is used in a client or not.

In the main screen of the Maintain Analysis Structure transaction (Transaction AFWA; see Figure 12.11), on the other hand, Activate means the client-specific activation of this particular analysis structure from the set of all available analysis structures. This activation provides this analysis structure as the characteristic container for the financial objects. You can get an overview of all analysis structure by clicking the Overview button in the button bar above (see Figure 12.13). Unfortunately, this view doesn’t show whether the client has any active analysis structure at all. To find that out, you must view each analysis structure individually using the Maintain Analysis Structure transaction (Transaction AFWA).

Be very careful with the action of activating an analysis structure (Activate in the main screen of Transaction AFWA, in the Current Analysis Structure in Client area).

If you are actively using analysis structure 1234 in a production system with existing financial objects, and you activate a second analysis structure ABCD, the second structure directly takes on the role of the active analysis structure, and the first analysis structure, 1234, is deactivated. The result is that you no longer see any financial objects at all because all the existing financial objects store their characteristic values in the tables of analysis structure 1234, which has just been deactivated. If you don’t notice the error immediately and system operation continues without the analysis structure 1234 being reactivated, all new and changed financial objects write their data to the new data structures. The result will be an inconsistent system state. At some later point, you then notice that no financial objects except for new ones are being used. Because there is no reversal function of any kind, the repairs you then have to make are very tedious, lengthy, and expensive.
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allow automatic position matching, 550
analysis, 1041
application log, 573
BADI_TEX_DERIVE_EXP_FIELDS, 557
business workflow, 555
commodity exposure category, 552
delivery date, 544
derivation strategy, 556
differentiating characteristics, 559
differentiation, 559
differentiation criteria, 559
exposure approach category, 552
field selection, 551
fixed and floating prices, 552
fixed prices, 552
floating prices, 544, 552
foreign exchange exposure category, 552
free attributes, 553
FTREX7, 548
global settings, 550
gross, 980
integration, 570, 572, 573
integration of Logistics into Treasury, 569
net, 980
origin, 542
payment date, 544
position, 562
position flows, 565
position type, 958
product type, 557
Exposure (Cont.)
raw exposure, 541
simulate release, 548
transaction, 561, 580
treasury exposure notification, 570
versioned, 1041
versions, 541
without prices, 552
Exposure management, 28
commodity price risks, 538
Customizing paths, 538
foreign currency risks, 538
version, 538
Extension parameter, 1009
External account, 28, 1040
External key figures, 798
Extractors, 776

F
Facility, 151, 155
bilateral, 31
functions, 1033
syndicated, 31, 726
Fair value, 842
Fair value hedge, 582, 620, 622, 631,
634, 644, 646, 656
FAS 133, 575, 587, 608
Fast entry, 97
Fast processing, 98
Fiduciary deposit, 156
Field selection, 122
FIFO, 333
File interface, 525
Filter, 101, 852, 922
for portfolio hierarchies, 853, 861
with dynamic selections, 853
Filter category, 853
filter for portfolio hierarchies, 858
filter group, 857
with dynamic selections, 856
FIN_TRM_CORR_FW, 190
Final repayment, 117
Final results procedure, 923
filter, 858
for additive key figures, 924
Final results procedure (Cont.)
for non-additive key figures, 924
Final results procedure 1, 924
Final results procedure 2, 933, 943
Financial accounting, 421
Financial object, 792, 795, 996
default risk limit, 991
types, 823
Financial object component, 799, 824, 825, 832
Analysis(RM), 832, 833
default risk limit, 833
Financial object integration, 793, 823, 996
automatic, 996
Financial Supply Chain Management (FSCM), 31, 32, 33, 34, 35
Financial transaction
adjust, 133
adjust dividend, 133
change, 130
controlling, 134, 148
correct, 133
create, 88, 130
definition, 87, 88
deliver, 133
display, 130
duplicate two-sided, 724
execute, 132
exercise, 132
expire, 133
fix, 133
history, 130
knock-in, 132
knock-out, 132
monitoring, 134
overview, 149
preassignment, 91
premature settlement, 132
process, 88
release, 134
reverse, 130
rollover, 131
terminate, 131
Fiscal year, 654
Fix, 425, 431
fast entry, 97
Fixing, 140
Floater, 34
Floor, 32, 157, 649
Flow, 104
category, 105
derived, 82, 109, 745, 1034
process, 744
type, 105
Flow type, 267
permitting payment request, 461
relevant to CM, 468
FO integration, 823
Foreign currency risk → Exchange rate risk
Foreign currency valuation, 361, 619
Foreign exchange rate, 479, 480, 722
Foreign exchange spot effect, 578, 638
Foreign exchange swap, 32
rates, 479, 480
Foreign exchange transaction, 93, 126, 127, 157, 177, 1015, 1017
intercompany function, 32
Foreign exchange valuation
not affecting P/L, 320
Forms, 186
Formula ID, 984, 986
Forward, 163
exchange transaction, 32, 382, 578, 612, 625, 628, 629, 638
interest rate, 488
loan purchase, 164
rate agreement, 32
securities transaction, 160
yield curve type, 488
Forward Rate Agreement (FRA), 32, 649
Forward-style curves, 504
FRA, 32, 158
discount style, 32
normal style, 32
Freestanding portion, 593
Freestanding portion → Hedge accounting valuation
FRP, 923
FRP1, 924
FRP2, 924, 933, 943
FSCM → Financial Supply Chain Management (FSCM)
FS-CML → SAP Loans Management
FTI_TR_CASH_FLOWS, 715, 751
FTI_TR_DEALS, 717
FTI_TR_PERIODS, 742
FTI_TR_PL_CF, 715, 750
FTI_TR_POSITIONS, 727
Full approach, 317
Full fair value hedging, 578, 634, 635
Fund, 420
Fund transfer, 472
Funds, 34, 469
Funds Management (PSM-FM), 420, 469
Future, 34, 121, 159, 304, 370
master data, 62
Futures account, 84, 272, 335
Futures account management, 27, 304
Future-style curves, 501

G
Gain, 350
Gain/loss handling, 363, 619
Gamma position, 880
Generic financial transaction, 633
Generic transaction, 839
Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC), 1046
process control, 1047
repository, 1046
risk management, 1047
Grant, 420, 469
Grants Management (PSM-GM), 469
Greeks, 895
Grid analysis, 906
Gross procedure, 379

H
HACC rule, 678
Hedge Accounting for Exposures, 575, 576
Hedge Accounting for Positions, 575
Hedge accounting rule, 678, 687
Hedge accounting valuation
effective portion, 593
freestanding portion, 593, 675
ineffective portion, 593
time value, 593, 622
Hedge adjustment, 677, 681
Hedge category, 581, 582, 626, 634
Hedge management, 29
Hedge plan, 577
Hedge ratio, 610, 693
Hedge strategy, 583, 592, 607, 626, 636, 644
Hedge transaction, 775
Hedged item, 582, 775
ID, 937
single, 578, 645, 649
Hedging profile, 655
Hedging relationship, 583
Hedging relationship, documentation, 659, 668
Hedging scenario, 655
Hide zero records, 741
HIFO, 333
Holding category, 317, 401
Holding period, 864, 870, 874
Home exchange, 485
Horizon, 843
House bank, 76, 80
account, 77, 441
HTML file, 528, 529
Hull-White, 851
Hypothetical derivative, 616

I
IAS 39, 575, 587
IDoc, 1011
Impairment, 319, 359, 361
Inclusive indicator, 91
Incoming payment, 281
Incoterms, 59
Incremental method, 374
Index, 506
bond, 372
linked bond, 372
type, 507
Index valuation, 361, 372
not affecting P/L, 320
Index-linked bond, 34, 506
Individual payment, 459, 461
Industry, 720, 740
system, 720, 726, 740
Ineffective portion, 593
Ineffective portion → Hedge accounting valuation
Information ratio, 962
In-House Cash (IHC), 1037
Initial margin, 304
Initialization, 1071
Installment repayment, 65, 117
Insurance Supervisory Authority, 475
Interest capitalization, 111, 115, 1034
Interest condition, 111
Interest period, 112, 118
Interest rate adjustment, 102, 134, 722
condition, 113
schedule, 149
Interest rate derivative, 428
Interest rate effect, 578
Interest rate fixing, 278
Interest rate guarantee, 32
Interest rate instrument, 31, 112, 115, 118, 155, 1033
Interest rate option, 649
Interest rate risk, 578
Interest rate swap, 608, 616, 635, 646, 647
Interest splitting, 685
Interest, variable, 277
Interface, 30, 1005
Interim limit, 994
Internal Control System (ICS), 1047
Internal foreign exchange trading, 179, 1034
Interpolation, 492, 1037
procedure, 492
Interpretation of leading currency, 736
Interpretation of securities account group, 735
Intragroup transaction, 407
Investment fund unit, 34
Investment pool, 420, 472
participant, 472, 474
IRG, 32
Issue currency, 482
changeover, 292, 293
Issuer, 64, 78
Issuer risk, 976
J
Jensen’s alpha, 963
Journal of financial transactions, 149
K
Key date, 725, 733
valuation, 355, 358, 1036
Key date based reports, 728
Key date reference, 734, 746
position value date, 734
posting date, 735, 744, 746
Key figure, 317
monitor, 935
non-additive, 820
version, 927
Key figure category, 912
attribute inheritance, 917
Key figure category hierarchy, 912
Market Risk Analyzer, 913
Portfolio Analyzer, 915
KLMAXLIMIT, 987
L
LAC → Amortization
LDB_PROCESS, 766
messages, 771
Leading currency interpretation, 725
Ledger, 447, 448
approach, 445, 446, 451
group, 448
loading, 451
position, 27
Legacy data transfer, 1062
Lending securities account, 83
Liability position, 276
Liability securities account, 83, 276
LIFO, 333
Limit, 987, 990, 992
amounts, 993
characteristic, 802, 990, 992
check, 129, 987
management, 791, 976
overview, 1001
product group, 991
transfer, 994
type, 991
Limit utilization
details, 998
overview, 1001
Line of credit, 155
Linear regression, 609, 610, 694, 697
Liquidity forecast, 466
List of the position flow, 470
Listed financial instruments, 121
Listed option, 34, 121, 161, 304
Loan number, 336
Loans, 78, 421, 1075
Loans management, 78, 415
Local currency, 454, 730
LOFO, 333
Logical database, 604, 714
FTI_TR_HEDGE, 605
FTI_TR_POSITIONS, 603
Logical Database Builder, 716
Logistics integration, 1041
Logistics outbound processing → Exposure
Long-short indicator, 272
Loss, 350
Lot, 272, 329, 331, 334, 335
creation category, 334
position, 272, 307, 329, 331

M
Main borrower, 78
Main flow, 105
Management of Internal Controls (MIC)
→ Internal
Manual debit position → Posting, manual
Manual fixing, 140
Manual interest rate adjustment, 137
Manually effective effectiveness test,
706, 709
Mapping, 1022, 1026
Mapping → Exposure
Margin
account, 28
accrual/deferral, 319, 361, 386
close margin, 312
definition of a repo, 386
posting, 432
variation margin, 310
Market data, 26
buffer, 531, 533
container, 664
shift, 523
Market data change rate set (MDCR), 702
Market data interface, 524
file format, 527
Market data set (MDS), 700
Market data transfer
file interface, 525
spreadsheet, 534, 536
Market prices, 732
Market Risk Analyzer, 29, 730
Market value change period, 981, 988
Masking, 442
for the bank clearing account, 442
Master commodity, 548
Master data, 26
Maturity schedule, 148
Maximum age of price, 850
MBS → Mortgage-backed securities (MBS)
Mean reversion, 514
Measurement → Effectiveness measurement
Memos, 103
Index

Message, 191
receipt, 193
sending, 192
Migration, 1075
Mirror transaction, 176
Money market transaction, 428
Moneyness, 509, 512
calculation method, 512
Monitor for key figures and evaluation procedures, 935
Monte Carlo, 879
Month-end indicator, 91
Mortgage-backed securities (MBS), 34
Multicurrency bond, 34

N
Nearest neighbor search, 515
Negative interest rates, 1038
Negotiation spread, 379
Negotiation spread amortization, 319
Net investment hedge, 582, 634
Net present value, 129, 358, 517, 586, 612, 791, 842
branch, 914
calculator, 842
repository, 518
Net procedure, 379
Netting, 455, 459, 460, 465
groups, 977
transaction, 384, 850
Node
CONDITIONS, 722
CONDITIONS_UL, 724
FLOWs, 722
FLOWs_UL, 723
FORMULA, 722
INTEREST_ADJ, 722
LDB, 859
MAIN_DATA, 720
PAY_INFO, 722
UNDERLYING, 723
Noise threshold, 615
Nominal Adjustment, 288
Nominal interest rate, 111
Non-additive key figures, 820

Note, 671
NPV, 842
analysis, 893, 906
type, 366

O
Offer overview, 149
Offset calculation category, 612, 695
Open, 305
Open TRTM, 168
Operative reporting, 147
Operative transaction, 537
Option, 578, 594, 622
listed, 34, 121, 304
OTC option, 33, 119
Option in commodity future, 73
Option price, 842
calculator, 128, 842
Other flow, 100, 107
Other G/L posting, 437
Overdue status, 740
Overnight variation margin, 311

P
PA flow, 949
PA flow type, 1037
Par coupon, 879
Par rate, 488
Parallel accounting principle, 271, 445
Parallelization, 759, 783
Parameter transaction, 147
Partner (commitment), 733
Payer, 78
Paying valuation area → Valuation area
Payment, 1040
amount +/- sign, 752
currency, 438, 441
data, 722
date, 752
details, 80, 84, 101, 456, 458
order, 464
process, 455
reference, 465
request, 458, 461, 464, 1037
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payment (Cont.)</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schedule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transaction</td>
<td>78, 457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment program</td>
<td>455, 458, 1037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for open items</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment to customer account → Posting,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to customer account</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF, 670</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF form, 220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Presentation Standards, 949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period begin to date yield, 948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET → prospective effectiveness tests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH leaf, 859</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH nodes, 859</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI message, 1043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL, 883</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planned record interest, 134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planned record refresh, 136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planned record update, 135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planned record update method, 135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning level</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool certificate</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio, 329, 730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio Analyzer, 30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio hierarchy, 819, 858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deactivating</td>
<td>862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>defining</td>
<td>859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deleting</td>
<td>862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displaying</td>
<td>860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asset position</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change category</td>
<td>267, 320, 686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cube, 779</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>currency</td>
<td>337, 438, 441, 485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>external</td>
<td>26, 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flow list, 322, 713</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indicator, 336, 677, 1035, 1066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>internal, 27, 266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ledger position</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liability position</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>list, 713</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>list-class position in futures account,</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lot position</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short position</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single position</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position management</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>category</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>external</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>internal</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>procedure</td>
<td>342, 619, 634, 677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position monitor</td>
<td>150, 1034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position posting</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position-relevant key figure, 731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posting</td>
<td>1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>category</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customer payment</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journal</td>
<td>426, 463, 465, 713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key, 439</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lag, 426, 429, 595, 596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manual, 283, 287, 432, 1037</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new shares, 292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>release, 422</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subscription rights, 291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to customer account, 436, 453, 1036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posting specification, 437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update type</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posting status</td>
<td>744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CML operative</td>
<td>744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ledger posting status, 744</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to be fixed</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to be reversed</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRL posting status, 744</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPS, 949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premature settlement, 629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premium</td>
<td>319, 373, 379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>condition</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous condition, 111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price adjustment</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schedule, 149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price calculator</td>
<td>842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price compensation, 118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price type, 365, 739</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price valuation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for forward exchange transactions, 619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary risk reduction, 979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing a financial transaction, 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing category, 125, 143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product categories, 151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product type</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile → Hedging profile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit and loss statement (P&amp;L), 436</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Profit/loss distribution, 592
Profit/loss type, 744
Profit-related posting, 436, 437
Profit-relevant posting, 443
Prospective effectiveness assessment, 597
Prospective effectiveness test (PET), 657, 667, 679, 682
Public Sector, 1040
Public Sector Management, 420, 469, 477
Purchase GAAP, 353
Purchase index, 373
Purchase value, 318
Putable bond, 297

Q
Quantity, 265
Quantity ledger, 266, 332
Query → SAP Query
Quotation, 480
currency, 482, 485
Quotation type, 481
direct quotation, 482
fractional quotation, 482
percentage quotation, 482
point quotation, 482
unit quotation, 481

R
RAPI, 771
FTI_LDB_GET_HM_DATA_BY_HEDGE, 775
FTI_LDB_GET_HM_DATA_GENERAL, 775
FTI_LDB_GET_OTC DEAL1_DATA, 772
FTI_LDB_GET_OTC DEAL2_DATA, 773
FTI_LDB_GET_POS_DATA, 773
FTI_LDB_GET_SECURITY DEAL1, 773
FTI_LDB_GET_SWAP_DETAILS, 773
Rate calculation, 739
Rate category, 480
Rate type, 481
Rate valuation
for forward exchange transactions, 361
one-step, 485
Rating, 989
Raw exposure, 539
automatic release, 555
control attributes, 543
free attributes, 543
general attributes, 542
line items, 543
origin, 542
positions, 543
price determination, 553
quantity, 544
release, 554
release type, 553
sub raw exposures, 545
user data, 545
Readjustment, 954
Rebonato procedure, 876, 887
Reclassification, 599, 624
period, 601
Reconciliation account, 442
Reconstruction, 718
Recovery rate, 979, 982, 988, 989
category, 989
Redemption schedule, 65, 68
set, 68
Reference, 141, 721, 726
business transaction, 349
category, 141
interest rate, 486
number, 426
Regulatory reporting, 475, 1040
Reinvestment fund, 285
Release condition, 145
Release procedure, 145
Release workflow, 673
Relevance → Exposure
Remaining term, 720, 740, 748
Repayment, 319
category, 117
condition, 117
Replacement currency, 496
Repo, 33, 121, 160, 386
preassignment, 1033
Report, 147
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Reporting, 29
Reporting Application Programming Interfaces, 766
Report-report interface, 763
Request mode, 532
Requirements profile, 530
Reset procedure, 389
Results database, 518, 858
calculation of single record, 938
determination of single record, 937
process overview, 909
Retrospective effectiveness test (RET), 657, 679, 682
Return table, 1009
Revenue classification, 751
Reversal, 428, 429
document, 429
log, 429
reverse a flow, 428
reverse activity, 428
Reverse repo, 33
Right, 297, 433
Rights category, 297
Risk category, 578, 980
Risk commitment period, 981, 989, 993
Risk factor, 865, 866
Risk hierarchy, 866
Risk object, 837
Risk sensitivity, 979, 988
RM (net present value) buffer, 737
Roles, 175, 1048
Rollover, 628
Rounding rule, 279
Routing, 1022
RSAQCOPY, 761
Run, 937
Scenario, 521, 699, 843
process, 524
Schleifer Noise Method, 693
Scientifically Amortized Cost (SAC), 376
Secondary risk information, 979
Securities
pre-assignment, 1033
Securities account, 82, 272
asset securities account, 276
cash flow, 273, 280, 1035
class cash flow, 713
group, 84, 329
liability securities account, 276
list, 151
management, 27, 273, 274, 282
position indicator, 336
transfer, 288, 1036
Securities lending, 33, 150, 163
Securities price calculation, 1039
Securities valuation, 485, 686, 730
not affecting P/L, 320
Security, 152
account, 329
identification number, 1039
valuation, 361, 365, 619, 637, 639
Segment, 818, 860
Segment-level characteristics, 818
Selection
reset procedure, 1035
variants, 736
Sensitivities, 905
Settlement, 143
risk, 976, 980, 982, 987
Shareholding, 34
Sharpe ratio, 961
Short position, 277
Shortcut, 92, 587, 608
Short-rate, 851
Simulation, 127
procedure, 868, 879
Single hedged item → Hedged item
Single position, 272, 331, 334
Single record procedure, 921
filter, 858
Single record results database, 923
SAP In-House Cash, 463
SAP Loans Management, 415, 421, 728
SAP NetWeaver BW, 714, 776
SAP Query, 761
SAPscript form, 219
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), 1046
Saved dataset, 891, 896, 922
Single transaction check
integrated, 791, 976, 978, 996, 997
Smile, 509
Sortino ratio, 962
Special ledger, 447, 453
Split syndicate, 726
Spot exchange transaction, 32
Spot valuation, 319
Spreadsheet, 525
SRP, 921
Standard deviation
classical, 871
exponentially weighted, 872
Standard industry, 720
system, 726, 741
Standard quotation, 480
Standard reports, 761
Standing instructions, 457
Statistics type, 872
Status, 103
correction, 145
management, 104, 143
profile, 144
Stock, 34, 121
index, 506
split, 291
swap, 291, 297
Structure flow, 105
Subledger position indicator, 337
Subledger posting, 436, 457
Subordinate key figure, 916
Sub-position, 675, 676, 677, 685
Subscription right, 297
Subsequent condition, 110, 111
Summarize results, 741, 749
Swap, 32
accrual/deferral, 319, 361, 385, 639
cancelable swap, 32
compound swap, 32
constant maturity swap, 32
cross-currency interest rate swap, 32
currency swap, 32
discount swap, 32
EONIA swap, 32, 116
interest rate swap, 32, 122
OTC interest rate swap, 122
Swap (Cont.)
payer swap, 32
receiver swap, 32
valuation, 319, 361, 385, 639
Swaption, 32
SWIFT, 1032
Switch, 39
Synchronous datafeed, 528
System transaction
TJ09, 136

T
Tab page in financial transaction, 89, 98
administration, 100
analysis, 104
cash flow, 101
commodity price adjustment, 102
customer-specific, 100, 171
default risk limit, 104
financial object, 104
hedge management, 100
interest rate adjustment, 102
memos, 103
other flow, 100
partner assignment, 103
payment details, 101
security price adjustment, 102
status, 103
structure, 99
Tax, 278
on securities positions, 275, 278
Test plan, 656, 700, 705
category, 656
Test selections, 855, 939
Test-execution history, 667
TestRun, 1009
Threshold, 615
Time characteristics, 720
Time deposit, 31
Time value → Hedge accounting valuation
TISCERN, 713
Total return swap, 159
TPM12, 713
TPM13, 713
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Transaction (Cont.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPM20, 713</td>
<td>FC17, 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPM40, 713</td>
<td>FCZZ, 500, 505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking error, 962</td>
<td>FF70, 466</td>
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Transaction activity, 581
Transaction category, 581
Transaction management, 26, 87

data screen, 98
entry screen, 94
posting flows, 423
Transaction Manager, 30
Transaction number, 335
Transaction release, 150
Transaction tab
hedge management, 1037
Transaction type, 56, 422
Transactions with cash flows, 150
Transfer, 396
account assignment reference, 403
category, 345, 396, 397
posting flow, 104
Translation, 349
table, 530, 532
Treasury inbound processing → Exposure
TreasuryDealNotification, 1020
Treynor ratio, 962
Trinomial tree, 852
Types, 54

U

Underlying, 119, 723
transaction, 661
Update interest rate adjustment, 139
Update method, 112
adjusted, 112
regular, 112
unadjusted, 112
Update type, 267, 683
accrual/deferral, 395
assigning a posting specification, 450
CM relevant, 468
corporate action, 296
derived business transaction, 351, 409
futures account management, 313
position component, 321
posting specification, 450
posting-relevant, 443
replacement, 687
rights category, 298
securities account management, 274
Usage, 268
status, 673, 706
User exit, 987
User menu, 175

V

Valid-from date, 110
Validity, 801, 921
Valuation, 355, 686
affecting profits/losses, 731
base, 372
currency, 325, 350, 454, 485, 730
factor, 980
factor determination, 989
flow, 104
for accounting purposes, 619, 639, 685, 1036
foreign exchange, 318
futures, 370
index, 318
Valuation (Cont.)
log, 680
manual, 358
margin accrual/deferral, 386
not affecting profits/losses, 731
one-step price valuation, 619
one-step valuation, 361
rule, 617, 800, 844
security, 318
simulated, 731
step, 344, 361, 592, 619
swap valuation, 387
Valuation area, 316, 323, 324, 439, 441, 579, 606, 721, 733, 790, 834, 893
leading, 579, 606
paying, 420, 421, 451
Valuation class, 317, 396
general, 327
specific, 326
transfer, 396, 398
Value, 265
Value at Risk, 592, 596, 606, 620, 622, 634, 864, 904
approximation of the net present value function, 879
combination procedure, 884, 888
consolidation level, 882
delta position, 904
delta procedure, 880
delta-gamma procedure, 880
full valuation, 888
gamma position, 904
historical simulation, 881
marginal Value at Risk, 892
mean excess loss, 891, 904
Monte Carlo, 884
Monte Carlo simulation, 884
profit and loss distribution, 904
Structurized Monte Carlo, 885
Value at Risk contribution, 892
Value at Risk type, 886, 903
variance/covariance approach, 885
VaR branch, 914
Variable assignment ID, 984, 987
Variance/covariance, 868, 879
Variant, 102
Index

Variant for selection options and control parameters, 736
Variation margin, 310, 319, 371
Version, 927
date, 927
Version 1, 997
Version 2, 997
View, 821
Volatility, 508, 869, 1037
   access rules, 514
   curve, 509, 512
   historical, 509
   implicit, 509
   name, 512, 514
   profile, 512
   structure, 509
   type, 510, 514
Volatility database
   central, 512
   first, 509
   second, 509

W

Warrant, 34
   bond, 34, 297
   currency, 297
   equity, 297
   index, 297
Work area, 654
Workflow, 134, 145, 978, 1033
Worklist, 145

Write-down rule, 366
Write-up rule, 366

X

XI → Exchange Infrastructure (XI)

Y

Yield
   Dietz method, 947
   modified Dietz method, 946
   money-weighted rate of return, 945
   MWRR, 945
   time-weighted rate of return, 945
   TWRR, 945
   with fixed period length, 947
   with fixed start date, 948
Yield category, 488
Yield curve, 486, 489, 490
   type, 489
Yield interval, 954
Yield period, 943, 947
Yield range, 928
Yield term, 927

Z

ZBDF, 486, 498
Zero bond, 34
   yield, 488
Zero bond discounting factor, 486, 488, 498
Zero coupon, 879